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About This Content

The Chaos Pack includes three new vehicles for the Apocalyptic Wasteland tracks in Post Apocalyptic Mayhem.

New Vehicles:

The Fuzz! Even though the world has been destroyed and the only law survivors know is; kill or be killed, the 5-0 is still
cruising your neighborhood, but this cop is not here to serve and protect, it’s here to maim and destroy.

Weapons include:

Boom Zoom: Two incredibly violent six barreled grenade launchers that obliterates all vehicles in its
path.

Dough Boy: Side launchers that release numerous explosive donut bombs that blow apart enemy vehicles.

Road Block: Numerous intimidating spike strips that rip apart any vehicle that comes in contact with
them.

TOW’er: This tow truck doesn’t talk with a southern drawl and is not friendly with any race cars. This truck is all about
destruction and mayhem. If you’re stuck on the side of the road, this is the last truck you want to call for help.
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Weapons include:

Chops: This massive and violent hydraulic claw grabs and easily crushes any of its victims.

Steel Boot: Incredibly dangerous steel wheel boots are released and attach themselves onto enemy
vehicles.

Towed Terror: A towed car is menacingly released from the back of the vehicle and wipes out
everything it hits.

Ice Scream: When you hear this ice cream truck’s bell ringing, you get as far away as possible. This truck may look nice
and innocent from the outside, but at its core, there’s no sugary center, there’s nothing but sweet death for whoever gets
close.

Weapons include:

Flavor Bombs: The weapon fires small but very nasty scoops of ice cream that severely damage enemy
vehicles.

Cotton Candy Killer: Side mounted valves that release pink, fluffy and extremely dangerous cotton
candy.

Sweet Disaster: A violent launcher catapults enormous balls of frozen ice cream onto unsuspecting
opponents.
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Doesn't work. Crashes everytime when the Vanguard games logo comes up.. It good
. Best game i've played for a long time. Tense because you can't save. I like that.. Rednoses Everywhere!! Clowns On The Loose
By Killing People Go Buy This To See Clowns Fail At Jugguling!!. Was holding my party. Then firemen arrived and wreaked
havok.

10 beer barrels out of 10, would party again.. I think this is a great game for all ages. It shows us society from a different
perspective than usual, and you could learn a lot from it.

This game reminds me of the old times when you only played those point and click games, but this game makes it a whole lot
simplier.

Even though I didn't understand a singel word, except for "\u0434a" and "\u043d\u0435\u0442", the plotline is simply stunning.
At the end I thought something sad happend, so I almost cired myself to sleep. The black screen with the repeating text indicates
that something sad happens, and maybe something that we have lost, and will never be able to get back.
I also like the interfaces; they are amazing. In the main menu, you can click onto the credit screen and back, without it
"flashing" or "clip" over like in other games, it just moves smoothly from one tab to another.
It wouldn't be the same without the multiple choices. I like that the way I play could effect the ending in so many different
ways, but it should be said that I only found one ending. There are more endings to be discorvered, but the developers have done
a good job of hiding them!

The pictures they have selected creates a good image of the living conditions some people are living in everyday of their life.
You really begin to feel for them.

To summon up; this game is not in english, and i can't understand a single word, but i began to laugh
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off when I saw the guy with the big nose and half his face cut out. I spent my hard earned
7 Norwegian Kroners on this game, and it was worth every penny. So I give this game a solid 10\/10.. Jonah has done it again!
One of my favorite soundtracks in The Hex.
. The Dev Actually cares about feedback and wants input from the players to help build the experince for the game.
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This game has a very dark and tense atmosphere, it is very creepy and obvious is the impact of H. P. Lovecraft , which was the
first reason to buy it . The story is unclear , even you are not sure what are you are doing, you do not know what your goal is,
which only adds to the tension and unease that the game has . Action is well done , sounds are excellent , although the overall
impression is that the game needs finishing and polishing. Finally, I would recommend this game to all fans of horror .. I love
Chip's Challenge. But I love the original. The new engine and animated graphics completely break the game. No longer can you
properly time fast movements as you'll almost always end up in the wrong square and run into a hazard. Some levels are
unplayable due to mechanics working differently (Such as balls not getting destroyed by fire).

Do we want a remake of Chip's Challenge? Yes! But We simply want the original game in a form that will work on 64-bit
systems.. Extremely difficult and unplayable on easy levels.
Very disappointing at any price.. Spermination is everything you wanted as a shooter except its for biological interstellar
domination. This game will dazzle you, inspire you, and continue to blow sperms out of their way to get yourself ahead of the
game. I recommend this game for everyone who loves shooters and just want to have fun while doing it.. Not Able To Connect
With Friends :(... Can't get game to start. So disapointing.
. the levels are glitchy alot of the time. good for achievements tough. Pierhead Arcade is absolutely phenomenal! I can't praise it
enough, and I wish I had reviewed it earlier! The developers have worked amazingly hard to deliver a real arcade experience to
VR. I bought this back in early access, and even then the game had a lot to it. The developers are constantly accepting feedback
and suggestions for improvements and games.

Overall, the games are a lot of fun, and I tend to fire up Pierhead Arcade for at least a little while every time I play (I'm addicted
to Arctic Shuffle!).

Keep up the good work devs!
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